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The global stratigraphic record can 
be divided into unconformity-bounded 
sequences on many different scales. 
There is no evidence that these scales 
follow a simple progression in duration, 
thus it is inappropriate to refer to them 
as first, second or n-th 'order". Instead, 
I suggest that we look at sequences in 
the context of the different dynamics 
that probably drove their genesis, and 
that we refer to them with names honor- 
ing those pioneers in stratigraphy who 
brought their existence to our atention. 

The longest time scale sequences 
currently recognized are those with 
duration of four to five hundred million 
years. They probably reflect the alternat- 
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ing global states of full continental 
assembly ('Pangean states") and frag- 
mentation. These sequences are proba- 
bly controlled by the dynamic topo- 
graphic effects of continental fragments 
'rafting" away from high areas of hot 
mantle towards subduction zones of 
cold mantle. In addition, there are the 
effects of eustatic sea level variations dri- 
ven by young versus old sea floor crust I 
suggest we refer to these long-term 
sequences as Wilson sequences. 

Sequences of a duration of about 
one hundred million years were early 
recognized on the North American cra- 
ton and are now well accepted. These 
are the Sloss sequences. Like the Wilson 
sequences, these shorter ones probably 
also owe their origin to a strong compo- 
nent of vertical tectonics. Sloss and 
Wilson sequences are the domain of 
those members of the petroleum geo- 
logical community who analyze 'new 
venturesw or regional assessments. 

Vail sequences range in duration 
from one to a few tens of millions of 
years. A number of mechanisms affect- 
ing the relative elevation of land and sea 
operate in this range of time scales. For 
example, growth and decay of orogenic 
belts, continental margin cooling and 
subsidence, mantle plumes, variations in 
sea floor spreading rates, etc. Some 
recently-proposed hypothetical mecha- 

nisms such as intraplate stress variations 
and very long-term variations in the 
Earth's orbit may also play a role, but 
the origin of most Vail sequences proba- 
bly lies in more classical causes. Vail 
sequences are the domain of the explo- 
ration teams who aim to map source 
rocks, seals and reservoirs from conven- 
tional seismic reflector geometries. 

At the short-period end of the spec- 
trum are the Milankovitch sequences. 
There are well-understood variations in 
the Earth's orbital parameters on time 
scales from 20,000 to 40,000 years. The 
corresponding insolation variations 
have created climatic cycles which have 
driven changes in sediment supply, lake- 
and sea-level elevations, ground water 
tables, water column stratification and 
chemistry, and other characteristics. 
Depositional sequences due to one or a 
combination of these changes are wide- 
ly recognized; many may be globally cor- 
relatable. Most production geologists 
work with Milankovitch sequences. 
Issues related to fluid flow through 
reservoirs, location of sites for stepout 
and infill drilling, and secondary and 
tertiary recovery techniques are all fun- 
darnentalty related to our ability to pre- 
dict Milankovitch sequence architecture 
ahead of the drill bit: 
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